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Rhapsody Anew
Young Artists Back

PHOTO BY JONOTHAN LOGAN

BREAKING THE
CYCLE

“In the times we live it is vital
for each individual to break the
cycle of excessive generalization of peoples and learn to be
inclusive with those who aren’t
like us.”
P.3

THOUGHTS FROM MY
FIFTH YEAR
“Here I am walking the path less
travelled—the narrow way that
leads to, hopefully, my career.”

P. 5

THAT’S THE
SPIRITUALITY!

“If we don’t exercise our
spirituality we often lose out
on it.”
P. 7

ANDREWS’S
RENAISSANCE MAN

“Because Bologna is near Florence I
had the privilege of studying there.”
P.8

JAMIE GRACES THE
STAGE

“she was able to pack one of
the biggest crowds I have ever
seen at the HPAC”
P. 10

LIP BALM OF GILEAD

“Makeup, like anything else, is just a
tool. It can be used to tear down or
build up.”
P. 12
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News

Can You Dig It?

Lisa Hayden

News Editor

PHOTOS BY AUTUMN GOODMAN

Chunlam Tsui | On Jan. 27, the
annual Andrews University (AU)
volleyball tournament was held
in Johnson Gym, beginning at 8
p.m. and ending at 1:30 a.m. the
next morning. Spectators stayed to
watch the excitement in its entirety
for a total of five and a half hours.
The Office of Student Activities &
Involvement, a division of Student
Life, hosted the tournament and
followed the official volleyball
intramural rules by AU athletics.
According to Jamie Stacey,
an athletic trainer for Andrews
University (AU) Department of
Athletics, the tournament is an
intramural competition with 14

teams in total. Each team has six
members and team names are taken
from their respective team captain.
Other standard guidelines were
followed including; rally scoring,
scoring points for teams on every
error regardless of the current
serving team. In other words,
a team gains points when the
opposing team fails to return the
ball over the net, hits the ball out
of bounds, commits an infraction
or makes a service error.
Sets were played until a team
reached 25 points and the best
score after two out of three sets
won the match. There was no
third set if a match was won after

two games. Otherwise a third set
was needed for the match and it
consisted of 15 points. Once a team
team loses a match they are out of
the tournament.
The two teams in the final
match were teams Kevin and
David. Team David won the first
set with a score of 18:25, Team
Kevin won in the second set with
a score of 25:21. For the third and
final set which was needed to break
the tie, Team David took the win
with a final score of 6:15.
Team David’s captain, David
Hernandez (third year, Masters of
Divinity) said, “We are old and
chubby but skilled and smart. We

pass the ball well!”
Jeongjin Park (junior,
mechanical engineering), who
stayed for the entire game, said, “
the matches went from 8 p.m. to
1 a.m., which overall, meant this
tournament was very interesting.”
Pui Ka Chung (senior,
mechanical engineering), one of
the spectators who also watched
the games from the beginning till
the very end, said, “It is a really
fun night! I am sure that every
team does their best in the matches.
However, I feel so touched by the
second place team. They did not
give up even when one of their
teammates got hurt in the semi-

final match. And because they won
a set in the final match they were
playing with five members while
their opponents were playing with
six.”

Integrate: Conversations that Takes You Back to the Future
Lisa Hayden | The semester
is officially back in full swing;
students are preparing for their
first tests, clubs and organizations
are putting their event schedules
into action and hopefully many
students are now back in the
familiar rhythm of their daily
schedules and activities. Among
the myriad activities Andrews
University students enjoy, there
is one in particular that students
appear to enjoy the most: open
dialogue.
Whether it’s tweeting responses
to obdurate trolls, commenting on
facebook posts that resonate with
your ethical perspective or writing

to The Student Movement about an
article that sparked your interest in
a new topic; students are constantly
engaging in open dialogue.
The Vice President of the
Black Student Christian Movement
(BSCF), Jordaan Houston (second
year, Master of Divinity), was
not exempt from this craving for
conversation. Houston decided
to start the project now known as
‘Integrate’: weekly discussions
shaped around the concept of
integration.
Houston said, “Integrate is
supposed to encourage people of
different ethnic groups to embrace
each others differences by teaching

and modeling christian principles
through scripture, prayer, worship,
and christian living. Every week
for one hour we gather to RELATE
with one another, ELEVATE
our perspective of culture and to
INTEGRATE what we’ve learned
into the world around us”.
Students noted that this threetiered focus involves elements of
the past, present and future.
Taylor Scalzo (sophomore,
design) said, “Integrate is a safe
space where I can talk about
culture, family, and God. We talk
about issues that we see in society,
and then look back at a story in the
Bible and see how they handled

something similar and then how
we can apply it to our lives today”.
‘Integrate: Different People. One
Faith’ takes place every wednesday
at 7:00 p.m. in campus ministries
for an hour. The first two topics
to jumpstart the discussions were
societal norms and stereotypes.
These topics echoed with students
in attendance.
Crystal Anne Tan (sophomore,
documentary film) said, “I’m
always willing to learn about
others’ experiences that have
molded the way they think.
Integrate seemed like a great
opportunity to do just that. So far,
our Integrate meetings have not

disappointed.”
Participants of the discussion
also noted that this discussion
provided a new
Raymond Bennett (senior,
biology) said, “Integrate is very
innovative way of looking at
the Bible, truly bringing to light
similarities between that time
and our time today, and providing
insight on how to live in community
as Christians in the modern day.”
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AU Adds New Course! LEAD497: Diversity & Inclusion in
Leadership
Christina Mercado | Beginning
in spring semester 2018, Andrews
University added a new leadership
course,
LEAD497:
Diversity
and Inclusion in Leadership
taught by Emily Carlson and
the Vice President of Diversity
and Inclusion, Michael Nixon.
The course combines Nixon’s
expertise with the Undergraduate
Leadership program. Students can
expect to learn how to engage and
facilitate conversations and lead in
diverse settings.
Tara Thona (senior, nutrition
science & dietetics) says, “As
a leader, I believe in healing
relationships and understanding
the pain that people struggle
with. I took this class in hope of
finding the right tools to combat
my desire to help the injustice
and misunderstood. Especially in
the times we live in, it is vital for
each individual to break the cycle
of societal overgeneralization and
learn to be inclusive with those who
aren’t like us. After my SM year,
living happily and healthy in the
same space together with people
of other cultures and upbringings
gave me a glimpse of Heaven-the
culture of God. He is not just one.

Sadly, our society has split up the
family in the sense that he or she is
different, meaning that they don’t
belong. The relationship building
within diversity and the road
toward inclusion will all people is
not easy. So, this class opens the
opportunity for leaders, such as
AU students-world changers–to
be educated on how to tactfully
discuss and deal with diversity
and inclusion. If you take this
class, then expect to lend toward
discomfort and leave with an open,
yet passionate mind.”
The class is held on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 9:00 a.m. 10:20 a.m. in the Leadership Lab
located in the Campus Center.
Emily Carlson says that the only
complaint the three-credit course
has received thus far is the lack
of time to cover material and
ample discussion. No textbooks
are required, but articles, videos,
podcasts and other resources
are heavily used. Students also
use a custom journal to reflect,
analyze and debrief on the content
of the course and outside class
experiences.
Instructors Carlson and Nixon
explain, “In this day and age, it

is increasingly important that
students be well-equipped to
engage in a global conversation
regarding
religion,
gender,
orientation, ability, and race/
culture. This course is designed to
give students the tools to do so.”
A large emphasis is placed
on how to manage intercultural
conflict and identity. In addition
to learning how to utilize inclusive
language, the course explores the
important relationship between
diversity and the gospel. Fitz-Earl
McKenzie II (freshmen, business
administration) says, “I took
interest in the class because I like
to have my ideas challenged and
having a class that fosters that has
really given me new insight on how
to lead diverse cohorts, whether it
be in churches, the workplace, or
at home.”
Students are thrown into
scenarios and discussions that
challenge not only their thinking,
but also their approach to dialogue.
Katharina Burghardt (junior,
music education) encourages, “If
you take LEAD497, prepare to be
challenged in the way you think.
It’s easy to forget there are two
sides to every argument (but in

LEAD we try to have discussions),
and both sides won’t always see
eye-to-eye. By forcing me to see
the issue from the other person’s
perspective, it has made me rethink
my stances on some issues and
taught me that I need to know how
to defend what I believe.”
LEAD497 was started from a
conversation Carlson and Nixon
had about creating a diversity
and inclusion certificate. Instead,
they decided to have their offices
partner and begin a diversity and
inclusion focus on the leadership
certificate. This new course is their
first step to accomplishing that
goal.
Carlson says, “The need for this
course-and [Nixon’s] position at
the University- is because these
conversations matter. Leading
in an inclusive way, with an
understanding and appreciation
for diversity of culture, ethnicity,
gender, ability, etc. is vital to the
success of leaders in the global
marketplace.”
Both instructors say that AU
can be on the look-out for more
elements of focus on this topic for
the leadership certificate/minor.
Serge Gedeon (senior, English

literature) says, “I’m taking this
course because I have always been
passionate about social issues
like race, gender, and equality.
This conversation is so important
because not everyone realizes how
significant understanding how
to interact with diverse groups
really is. We all have a hard time
knowing what to say to people of
different social, ethnic and cultural
groups, so this class creates a safe
space to dialogue and learn about
these different groups. So far,
I’m learning a lot from this class.
I wish it were a two-hour class
because it seems as though we all
stick around and talk about the
topics even after the class period
is over. I feel as though AU needs
to realize that this course isn’t a
lecture, shoving ideologies down
your throat. It’s a place where
people can come, talk, disagree
and learn. After taking this course,
one could expect to grow in his or
her understanding of diversity and
what it really means.”

The Significance and History of Kente Stole at Andrews
Gabrielle Johnson | In the spring
of 2018, hundreds of Andrews
University (AU) students will
walk across the stage to receive
their college degrees and several
will be donning a very significant
graduation regalia: a Kente cloth
stole. For decades, the Kente stole
characterized the Historically
Black College/University (HBCU)
student’s collegiate experience.
And now this revered garment will
become a part of the Andrews
University student’s collegiate
experience come graduation.
When Nia Darville (senior,
speech-language pathology &
audiology) transferred to Andrews
University, she noticed that only
academic regalia was allowed
during the graduation ceremonies.
However, AU holds the title for the
most ethnically diverse university
in the country. As a result, Darville
believed that there should be visual
representations of the campus’s
cultural diversity throughout
graduation ceremonies. With that
vision in mind, she worked with

the administration to turn her
dream into reality.
Darville, an undergraduate
leadership student, said, “In
the leadership program you are
required to complete a “Change
Project.” I decided to make
getting
cultural
graduation
regalia approved the center of
my initiative. I wanted not only
members of the African Diaspora
to be able to wear their cultural
regalia, but people of all cultures to
wear regalia that members of their
community have historically worn
to mark the momentous occasion.”
The incorporation of Kente
cloth stoles into graduation
ceremonies began at the beginning
of the school year. Darville sought
the help of the Vice President of
Inclusion and Diversity, Michael
Nixon.
Nixon states, “When Nia met
with me, she had done the research
on the Rite of Passage Ceremony
(a ceremony where students will
be presented with their Kente
stoles) and was able to explain

how the Kente Stole connected
to that Ceremony as well as the
cultural significance of both. I
was instantly sold and from there
let her know that I would inquire
into the vetting process for getting
it approved.”
Over the course of two months,
Darville worked with Nixon on
getting her proposal approved.
First, Nixon shared Darville’s
ideas with AU President Andrew
Luxton, who expressed interest
in the proposal. Next, Darville
presented her proposal to AU
Provost Christon Arthur, who
scheduled her a meeting with the
Dean’s Council. Finally, the Dean’s
Council approved the Kente cloth
stoles and The Rite of Passage
Ceremony, which will take place
during the graduation weekend
ceremonies happening this May.
Both students and faculty are
ecstatic about the Kente cloth
stoles. Deborah Weithers, the dean
of Student Life, expressed her
thoughts about the stoles.
She said, “I love the visual

message the stoles will send not
only to our students, but to the
family members and community
attending
the
graduation
ceremonies. The stoles speak to a
sense of pride and understanding
of the role black American students
have here at Andrews. I’m thrilled
and looking forward to seeing
them in May.”
This upcoming May, students
have the opportunity to wear Kente
cloth stoles at their graduation
ceremonies. Kente cloth, which
was typically worn by royalty,
originates from
West Africa.
The cloth is made by the Asante
and Ewe peoples of Ghana. Over
the past decades, this cloth has
become incorporated in hats,
bags, and other accessories that
have been sold worldwide. Today
in the United States, individual
Kente cloths have become a part
of academic regalia being worn
as a “stole.” The colors on the
cloth represent different symbols
and meanings. Yellow represents
prosperity,
green
represents

renewal/spiritual
growth,
red represents passion, blue
represents pure spirit/harmony,
black represents unity and gold
represents serenity/status.
Each stole celebrates African
heritage and knowledge. They are a
representation of a graduate’s pride
for the accomplishment of their
graduation. And for the first time
in history, Andrews University
students are given the opportunity
to showcase their heritage during
graduation.
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When the Government Takes a Holiday

Frentzen
Pakpahan

Ideas Editor

Konner Dent |
Two weeks
ago, the government shut down.
Though the 2018 shutdown was
much shorter than the one in 2013,
lasting only through the weekend,
many are still confused about what
happened. In the United States
government, elected officials
decide how money should be spent,
including employees and services
already in operation. Though the
time for a new budget bill came and
went in October 2017, continuing
resolutions were passed to keep
the funding going normally until
January 19, 2018 when a new
budget would ideally be settled
on. Within the new budget were
the measures to revoke DACA, an
executive action established by
the Obama Administration that
provided deferred action and work
permits to immigrants who arrived
as children and which had enrolled
around 800,000 individuals. The
new spending bill was passed in

the House of Representatives on
the 18th, but failed to pass in the
Senate, where the Democratic
Party led a filibuster. It would have
taken 60 votes to end a legislative
filibuster, but only 50 were in
favor, and so the government, with
no agreement on how to pay itself,
shut down. Over the weekend,
another
temporary
spending
bill was approved to keep the
government open until February 8.
When a government shuts
down, self-funded and essential
services, such as social security,
the postal service, police, the TSA
and customs, current military
operations, passport processing,
heath inspections, veterans affairs
and welfare stay in operation.
Areas such as Health and Human
Services, the Center for Disease
Control, the DMV, NASA,
certain libraries, and other “nonessentials” are put on hold until
the government starts up again.

These departments have their
employees furloughed without pay
until they receive funding again.
Some historical monuments and
parks stay open and some zoos are
closed, though animals are still
taken care of.
It’s difficult to compare the
U.S. government shutdowns to
other countries because there are
few governments like the U.S.
outside of British occupancy. In
1975, however, there were party
conflicts between the upper and
lower houses in Australia, which
prevented budgets from being
passed for a month. This state of
affairs continued until the Queen
sent a representative to reappoint
a new prime minister and a new
senate was elected. Though plenty
of people would be happy with the
Queen swooping in to displace
our current president and press
the reset button on the Senate, in
a government “of the people, by

the people, for the people”, power
comes from the ground upward and
such a fix, though convenient and
handy, is a non-starter. There is,
constitutionally at least, no higher
level of authority than the will of
the people as expressed in the vote,
but we know how that can go.
Though the disagreement and
prevention of passing a bill is
an unfortunate side effect of
democracy,
the
government
shutdown occurs because of
the current interpretation of the
Antideficiency
Act.
Enacted
in 1982 and signed by Ronald
Reagan, the act states that, “it shall
not be lawful for any department of
the government to expend in any
one fiscal year any sum in excess of
appropriations made by Congress
for that fiscal year, or to involve the
government in any contract for the
future payment of money in excess
of such appropriation.” Essentially,
the government cannot spend more

than it has been allotted in the view
that, with the burdens of a modern
bureaucracy, such habits would
quickly run up the federal deficit.
On the human side of things,
blame for the shutdown swings
opposite political preferences.
Arguments go that the Democrats
were either obscuring laws and
abusing loopholes or defending
young immigrants. Republicans
were either misusing their power or
following proper legal procedure.
Either way, most are unhappy that
the shutdown happened, and it will
be interesting to see how the issue
is dealt with in February.

an isolated incident: only one shoe
bombing attempt ever occurred,
and it failed.
This mentality of induction sets
a precedent for the incited chain
reactions. There is no denying the
statistics regarding the current
correlation between skin tone
and number of times ‘randomly
stopped,’ but this suspicion
towards ‘foreigners’ is not a
privilege set aside for the select
few. Rather, the stops just occur
outside the airport—markers for
the rampant xenophobia we have
begun to see recently; markers
exemplified in ideas of an Englishonly America, shouts of “go
back to your country,” and even
the banning of immigrants and
refugees. So, surrounded by people
leaning towards xenophobia, we
should take off our shoes. At least
then, we can maintain some type
of universal experience. After all,
nothing unites Americans better
than shared fear.

directly harm the environment in
which the person resides; however,
they still allow the people to escape
the reality in which they live and
have the same results. These
opportunities to escape in this new
era include binge TV-watching and
entertainment. Though these may
not hold the same social weight as
drinking and drugs, do they not
all lead to the same end? Drugs
and binge TV-watching can both
take up hours of people’s days
and cause individuals to be less
productive members of society.
Escapist behavior can exhibit itself
in sneaky, seemingly harmless
ways that eventually have the
power to overcome the majority
of the limited time that people
have on this earth. If this behavior
continues to siphon away our time
and ability to face reality, then our
society will be full of those who
are not ready to face the world.

The State of American Society
Stop “Living in the Moment”
by Anthony Miller
The majority of Adventists have
long heard cries along the lines of
“do the hard thing first” and “good
things come to those who wait.”
Our heads bobble back and forth in
the pews agreeing with the parrot
speak coming from the podium
as we collect another character
on Crossy Road. Although
a discussion on our extreme
hypocrisies would be fun (and
probably unfruitful), we should
wonder why we do anything at all.
Looking over our past actions will
most likely tell us that we expect
to derive satisfaction and a sense
of accomplishment from what we
do. We’ve been raised in a system
that creates a temporary euphoria
to give us the drive to do things
habitually rather than having to
think through every day: “I have
to go to college to get a diploma
so that I can get a job, pay taxes,
get an apartment at blah and
blah.” This is why we can speak
so vaguely when we discuss our
future plans. “I want to graduate
with a degree in ______” is often
enough because we all understand
it to be associated with a sensation
of accomplishment. We aren’t
constantly creating a pro/con
analysis of going to college.
By the same system, we can feel
accomplishments in small things
without having the large ties to
success, such as getting hired for
a summer job. Rather than having

your sense of accomplishment
hinging on what this action means
for your life, these satisfactions
are are all just in the moment. The
most common form of this bypass
is found in all types of gaming and
social media interactions (unless
you’re a pro gamer). When the
concrete accomplishments are
displaced for these flits of pleasure,
we only increase our tendency to
live even more shortsightedly.
Whether you agreed with me
or not in, I’m sure we can agree
that our future success begins
now. So please, stop reading this
and go find a summer internship
or research opportunity. Act in the
spirit of ten years from now.
The Dark Turn of the Internet
by Andrew Kertawidjaja
Initially created as tool to
effectively communicate and
store information, the Internet
has turned away from an original
use of efficiency into a tool
used to reinforce corporate
power and profit. In the 1990s
we saw the dawn of ecommerce
companies. Amazon, Alibaba and
Paypal were all founded under a
common intention to lessen the
logistical burdens of consumers’
transactions by creating a virtual
world, a universal ‘middle man’
between consumer and producer.
Amazon, for example, has made
shopping for virtually anything
possible, allowing us to buy

whatever we need, whenever we
want, without leaving the comfort
of own homes. Many consumers
would claim this as a victory
for capitalism: companies have
created a system that maximizes
efficiency and specialization.
However, we fail to recognize that
it takes away a fundamental aspect
of being a human—our autonomy.
The Internet itself is not a harmful
tool—rather, it is the repercussions
of its uses that are detrimental.
Over time, it has forced the world
economy to adjust its markets,
natural resources and products to
revolve around online databases,
websites and transactions, leading
us to live in a world we cannot
physically survive in without
depending on one we have created,
one that is virtually nonexistent
beyond our computer screens.
Take Your Shoes Off, We’re
TSA!
By Brandon Shin
Everyone knows the hassle
of taking their shoes off at the
airport. The beginning of the 21st
century bore witness to 9/11: a
once innocent date, now infamous
in United States history, and a
marker for this inconvenience we
have today. We currently live in an
age greatly impacted by terrorism
and the resulting xenophobia.
Although making us walk around
in our socks isn’t unwarranted, it
represents an extreme reaction to

Binge Watching and Escapism
by Hannah Baquiran
Society has always included
those who exhibit conventional
escapist behavior, like drunks and
drug-addicts, but in this new era,
there have been more opportunities
to fulfill the same purpose. Many
of these things are not usually
thought of as taboo. They are
socially acceptable, and sometimes
even romanticized. They do not
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Meditations of Superbus Senioris
Jatniel Rodriguez | I can still
remember arriving on campus a
little less than five years ago. My
family and I had traveled across the
states from evergreen Washington
to unpredictable Michigan. Though
I had been here before because
of my father’s studies, now I was
coming for myself. I quickly made
friends and answered the age-old
question, “What is your major?,”
more times than I ever had in my
life. I wanted to be a trailblazer,
but I did not exactly realize the
patience and conviction it takes
to be different. I did not expect to
grow overly attached to my class,
enjoying hearing the daily stories,
the absurd quotes and savage
comebacks, the unexpected facts
and the unbelievable workload. My
first winter at Andrews I frequently
teased the cold by refusing to
complain. Instead, I thanked it for
reminding me of the fire within my
bones and the warmth of the hearts

of those around me. This was my
small act of rebellion against the
misery that a Michigan winter
wished to impose on me.
Now I have been on the Andrews
campus for five years. This is
my fifth year and I am still an
undergraduate. Becoming a supersenior was definitely not the plan.
At least that’s what I keep telling
myself. It’s one thing when being
here for five years is part of the
plan—and it’s completely different
when life forces you to improvise.
Life is a mixture of spontaneity
and routine, and I prefer the routine
aspects of it. Nevertheless, without
the unplanned, the adventure of life
quickly dulls. At least, that’s what
I tell myself. So here I am walking
the road less travelled—the narrow
way that leads to, hopefully, my
career.
As a super-senior this year I
have watched my social group
evolve. Many of my closest

friends have moved on and I have
remained behind. Like a guest who
has overstayed his welcome, I find
myself out of place. I had grown
accustomed to seeing the same
faces and elaborating on my story
with those acquainted with my
history for the past couple years.
Their removal, however, causes an
internal social recalibration. Don’t
get me wrong, the newer students
are definitely a great mentorship
opportunity but I miss those who
struggled through all of my classes
with me—the ones who can relate,
who have been through the fires,
the late hours and the struggles,
who I have sat with as we have
licked our wounds after a tough
exam.
Everyone’s path is different.
I get that. But at times the voices
of doubt challenge my current
direction. It is a battle between
my previous social identity and
the identity I am cultivating now.

As I stumble through the gates of
academic success that should take
me closer to my dreams, it seems
sometimes that I am far behind. But
then I remember that others do not
get to determine which path is right
for me. Even if something is always
done one way, a deviation from the
norm should open doors rather
than close them. And it’s only now
that I realize that the breadth of life
and its multitude of options make it
difficult for anyone to be sure that
a certain path is the absolute best.
Others may have suggestions and I
may have doubts, but ultimately, I
must make a decision.
To myself and others, my extra
year here may seem like a sign of
failure. I have often allowed the
perfect to be the enemy of the good.
Looking for the perfect option I
reject good ones. At this point I see
that sometimes good is enough, that
a beautiful life is not necessarily
a perfect one or a normal one.

Nevertheless, hindsight remains
a blessing and a curse, a taunter
and a teacher. Though experience
offers its best lessons, and my time
here at university as offered more
than a handful of them, you aren’t
guaranteed a second shot to apply
that lesson. At least not without
making school a career (med
school here I come!). It’s here that
my purpose grows beyond just me.
Perhaps these few thoughts can go
a long way for someone else who
is having these same regrets or
is looking into the future at their
graduation timeline. At least then,
my experiences are not in vain.

people are unconcerned. After all,
isn’t the world gonna end anyway?
What’s even the point? Doomsday
faith, when it is brought into the
picture, can have the effect of .
I believe that this is the wrong
approach. God did not put us here
on Earth so we could ‘defile the
land’ (Jeremiah 2:7, The English
Standard Version). Instead, I think
we can safely assume that we are
supposed to care for it.
But believe me, I do see the appeal
of focusing on an afterlife instead
of the present. It’s easy to fear
the future, even unintentionally.
This fear is well-founded. From
our current president, to the rise
in mass shootings, to the many
natural disasters that have hit
populated areas, (hurricanes in
the Caribbean, famines in the
sub-Sahara, tidal waves in the
Pacific Rim), all these incidents are
portents of a dangerous future. As
Christians, we have an out, so to
speak. We look forward to life after
death, to heaven and the new earth.
We look toward to that goal and we
can relax a little bit in our current
lives on Earth. There’s no longer
a need to worry about the issues
testing us in our everyday life. I
believe there is nothing wrong with
trying to cope with something that
seems too scary or depressing to

deal with. And there is certainly
nothing wrong with looking
forward to heaven. All that said,
avoiding issues or problems that
plague our society today is not the
right response. Yes, we can revisit
our dreams of heaven to help us get
through our day. But we also need
to come back to Earth and address
our fears, as Jesus did.
Jesus never attempted to sit back
and abate his fears by remembering
that he would get to heaven. Jesus
was afraid, as seen in the Garden
of Gethsemane right before he was
put to trial. In his darkest moment,
Jesus told God that despite his
fears, God’s will be done (Matthew
26:39, English Standard Version).
Facing dangerous prospects is not
a new idea in the Christian faith.
We hear stories about missionaries
heading to unstable countries,
staying to minister during wars,
and living fearless lives. We are
encouraged to stand up for what
we believe in, even though there
is intense peer pressure to do
the opposite. This scenario is no
different. There is no doubt that
the future is uncertain, and there
is definitely a possibility that the
Earth may end in our generation’s
lifetime. That is a scary thought.
Facing it is hard. Perhaps too
hard. But that is the challenge we

are called to face as Christians.
That means owning up to the fact
that things kinda suck right now.
It also means taking on the very
real challenge of trying to change
that. Instead of using the thought
of heaven as a means of escapism
all day every day, let us use it as
our ultimate reward for being good
stewards of the Earth.

Doomsday Faith

PHOTOS BY PUBLIC DOMIAN

Kara Herrera | Eschatological
religion, or doomsday faith, is a
fundamental part of what it means
to be an Adventist. Many of us
are familiar with people who like
to go about their lives with the
mentality that the Earth is going
to end soon. Often this means that
current problems in our lives are
pushed aside in favor of focusing

on other things like mission work
and evangelism. While these are
positive ways to spend one’s time,
they come at the cost of sometimes
dismissing other issues. As an
example, consider the recent fiasco
concerning the Hawaiian missile.
Some people are concerned about
our prevention plans for nuclear
war. On the other hand, other
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Athlete Spotlight: Jayde Broussard
young. My family has always been
into sports, especially basketball.
When I was in high school I played
for all four years.

Carlye
Tagalog
Pulse Editor

PHOTOS BY AUTUMN GOODMAN

Jayde Broussard
Year: Freshman
Major: Biology
Interviewed by Torian Hill
Sports hold an important position
for many of our students on
campus. Many of the players on the
team are underappreciated. Jayde
Broussard, a freshman biology

major, talks about her athletic
experiences in the basketball
team. In this brief interview, Jayde
reflects on her personal history
with basketball and her transition
into the Lady Cardinals team.
When did you start playing
basketball?
I’ve been playing since I was

and eventually we will become an
unstoppable team.

How was the transition from
playing in high school to college?
It has been very interesting; for
me, the main thing is the intensity.
In California and having been in a
private school basketball league,
the competition was not very great,
so I didn’t have to utilize my full
potential. Here it’s a different level
and I’m not the biggest or tallest
anymore, so I’m seeing things in a
new perspective and I’m trying to
better myself as I go along.

Has your first year been what you
expected?
Not at all. It’s been a lot to adjust
to,
especially
academically.
One huge hurdle, in particular,
has been getting used to having
practice every day, which can be
exhausting. I mean, if we do not
rest then we can’t perform to the
best of our abilities on game days.
Also the weather still came as a
huge surprise even though people
kept warning me about it. I guess
I just didn’t expect such intense
weather fluctuations.

How has your experience been
with the Cardinals as a first year
athlete?
It’s been really fun! The players
on my team are such an awesome
group of women. They are very
accepting and kind. It was super
easy to get comfortable with them
and be my crazy self around them. I
think that our bond as a team is just
going to continue to grow stronger

How do you set yourself apart
from everyone else on your team?
I’m the tallest and biggest on the
team so I would be considered the
“big man,” so to speak. My position
is a post and my skills consist of
post moves and some mid-range
shots. I believe there’s a lot of work
to be done before I reach my full
potential, but with the support of
my teammates, coaches and God,

I will get there in due time.
What do you do to prepare for
games?
The most important thing for me
is to try to remember the things
we went over in practice. I also
try to keep a positive mindset by
envisioning us winning the game,
beforehand. Even though I do all
that, once I get into the game, I’m
in a whole different zone.
What can you guys do to finish
the season strong?
It’s important that we continue to
give each practice and game all
that we have. We also have to show
that we’ve learned from our past
mistakes and not give up. The key
is to finish together as a team and
through that we will have a strong
ending.
Are you thinking of returning on
the team next year?
For sure—being a part of the team
has made my Andrews experience
fantastic.

From Yoga Mat to Red Carpet: The Jackie Film Premiere

PHOTOS BY JACKIE BARRIOS

Michael-Anthony Lawrence | A
brilliant red carpet rolled through
Berrien Springs on Thursday night,
January 25, 2018. It rolled from the

Health and Wellness Department
up to Celebration Cinema in Benton Harbor where Wellness’s biggest
night was in full display. It rolled out

for Jackie Barrios in her premiere of
The Jackie Film, a wellness transformation project.
Dr. David Faehner, Vice President
for Advancement, told a packed theater that this project took two years to
reach fruition. Debut director Pablo
Fernandez spent a year filming and
producing, and another year presenting the film at various prestigious
events that recognized documentaries such as this one. During this second year, the film received multiple
accolades such as third place at the
Kingdomwood International Film
Festival and an award of merit at the
Awareness Festival.
This project started with an offer made by the University Health
& Wellness department in the form
of a wellness transformation scholarship. One of the requirements for
this scholarship was that the recipient
would have to document a wellness
journey on which he or she would
work towards holistic wellness. Jackie, who had been affectionately called
Gordita (little fatty) by her family, is
depicted onscreen as submitting her
application to the department. She
was granted the scholarship which,
according to her, “came at the right
time.”
With this scholarship came a
grueling challenge. Jackie had to totally overhaul her lifestyle. She had
to schedule her sleeping, constantly
evaluate herself and log her eating
habits. As she tearfully narrated her
film, the audience was able to watch
as she worked with Executive Pro-

ducer of the film, Dominique Gummelt. They trained in the Lamson
Hall Health Club in strenuous physical exercise for Jackie to lose weight.
Tearfully she detailed how it felt to
persevere through moments of wanting to quit, as well as her struggle
with discipline in her diet. She had to
regularly meet with registered dietician Sherri Isaak to track her eating
patterns in relation to increasing her
vegetable and fiber intake.
The film also allowed the audience
to learn more about Jackie. For example, her love for swimming contributed to the effectiveness of her physical
change. She also explored her love for
piano and grew in her public speaking skills. In one particular scene, she
was training and Dominique asked
her about her feelings on the difficult workout routines she was doing
and she replied through her sweat, “I
love it.”
After her three-month program,
Jackie emerged 19 lbs lighter, no
longer a gordita, but a confident, inspirational representation of transformation. She lost over 4% body
fat, and she was six years “younger,” healthwise. Even Dominique acknowledged the effect that Jackie’s
success had on her as she emotionally recounted in the film one of the
moments where Jackie said “I had no
idea I could do this.”
Jackie explained that after her
success, her connection with God
felt stronger and she felt more connected to him even in everyday situations. The film ended but the night

continued as Jackie herself addressed
the audience. She looked lovely in a
sleek black dress and was also visibly
pleased with the accomplishments of
the night. It was obvious that she had
continued to transform after the project as it would have been very easy
for Cinderella to go back home after
the ball and fall back into her old habits. However, in the Q&A panel segment that took place, she shared that
her friends were a source of constant
motivation to keep her on track. She
explained the need to change and
not be complacent with our current
health.
Jackie’s counselor, Diana Mitchell, explained that everyone can make
progress like Jackie by living intentionally, which is essentially making conscious decisions on what is
best for us. She also spoke on the importance of emotional health and the
need to self-affirm when good decisions are made.
As the evening closed, Dominique and Jackie greeted the guests
with tokens as they ushered outside
the theater where a red-carpet-style
photo shoot culminated the night’s
proceedings. Dominique Gummelt
left the audience with a small challenge: drink a few cups of water upon
waking up and everyday do push ups
in the amount of your age. Jackie left
everyone her own life advice, suggesting that God made people to have
good lives and therefore, everybody
should strive to have holistically fulfilled lifestyles.
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Flying Under the Radar: Avoiding Flu Season
faculties, while also aiding the
immune system.
The Gazebo: Dasani Bottled
Water: $1.99

PHOTOS BY APRYL BRILEY

Daniel Self |
With classes
resuming across the Andrews
campus this January, scholars
from around the globe return to
continue their studies. However,
congregating students leads to
a variety of health concerns.
Moreover, the potential for
catching an illness greatly
increases in social spaces such
as the Student Center or crowded
classrooms. The influenza virus,
commonly referred to as the
flu, may cause a spectrum of
symptoms ranging from a mere
runny nose to muscle cramps and
headaches. Beyond simply bearing
these aggravating symptoms,

the flu may inhibit one’s class
attendance. Andrews University
students collectively shudder at the
possibility of enrolling in an 8:30
lecture. “I’m just going to sleep for
another five minutes” when uttered
by a flu-stricken scholar, makes
missed classes a certainty. Below,
you’ll find the methods employed
by fellow students who intend not
to fall among this plagued (and
often late) demographic.
Stay Hydrated
The first step in avoiding flu season
lies in accepting every surface’s
innate uncleanness. Particularly
the water fountains across campus.

While the innocent thought of
“Oh, but water helps flush my
body of disease,” may occur, this
notion must be counteracted by
a God-given fear of the germs on
the aforementioned water stations.
Interestingly, some individual’s
distaste for the signature eggshell
flavor of Berrien Springs water has
led to purchasing bottled water.
However, if one struggles with
this idea, an equally solid choice
lies with buying a personal water
bottle. While a reusable water
bottle costs more initially, its
longevity helps regain value over
time. Clean water, while difficult
to find, guards and restores the

Stay Clean
As the temperature drops and
the winter season settles in, the
human desire for companionship
increases.
Furthermore,
the
soon coming of Valentine’s Day
amplifies, leading to a phenomenon
known around college campuses as
“cuffing season.” Cuffing season,
among other things, brings people
to forgo the regular social protocol
regarding personal space and
germs. In this way, when cuddling
or holding hands with one’s bae,
consider the risks of the flu virus.
Amid what will be an inevitably
emotionally trying time, one
must ask the question of whether
they also want to jeopardize their
health. In the event that cuddling or
holding hands becomes a necessity,
purchase a bottle of hand sanitizer
to protect from the horrors of
the flu. While the brand below
ensures removing only 99% of all
germs, those odds are markedly
more favorable than this season’s
romantic endeavors, so take it with
a grain of salt.
The Gazebo: Purell Hand
Sanitizer: $2.99
Stay Within Budget
While avoiding the flu stands as an
optimal option, there are also ways
to reduce the discomfort for the
already afflicted. While plenty of

expensive antibiotics exist, thrifty
college students strive to discover
bargains, even when dealing with
their health. Household remedies,
involving particular ingredients
and concoctions, can provide relief
from even the most stubborn virus.
Serge Gedeon (senior, English), a
talented vocalist on campus, fully
grasps the logistical issues that the
flu can cause on one’s vocal cords.
Serge’s recommendation:
“When sick with a cold, take a cup,
put garlic, lemon, honey, salt, and
onion in it, and make a drink.”
From other anecdotal reports,
the cures to Andrews student’s
childhood sickness often involves
garlic. As Andrew’s University
senator Raier Rada (sophomore,
architecture) recalls, taping garlic
in one’s ears helps alleviate the
effects of the flu. Moreover,
ingesting any warm beverage
from the many hot water stations
on campus would certainly aid an
ailing throat.
In the event that someone
becomes ailed with the flu
virus, they should not shy away
from alerting their professors.
Furthermore, if the virus remains
as a proverbial stumbling block for
student learning, any lecturer will
want to keep the remaining class
healthy while the few ill-stricken
habilitate.
.

Maintaining the High: Tips on Exercising Spirituality
Jordanne Howell-Walton | On
January 22, Andrews University
began its spring Week of Spiritual
Emphasis. During this week,
students had the opportunity to
hear from their fellow students
about their experiences as
student missionaries. With such
intentionality placed on the
spirituality of our school, it’s easy
for students, staff and faculty to
experience a spiritual high.
Unfortunately, when the Week
of Spiritual Emphasis comes to a
close, so does the spiritual high.
Over the course of this week, we
asked different spiritual leaders
on our campus to give us some
advice on how to continue to work
on one’s spirituality even when the
week is done.
Chaplain June Price, the
University Chaplain, made a very
powerful point in saying that our
spiritual life is very similar to
our exercise and workout life. No
matter how much time we spend

building a muscle, the less we
use it, the more we lose it. If we
don’t exercise our spirituality we
often lose out on it. Knowing that
we need to exercise our spiritual
muscle, the question becomes:
what are some practical ways of
exercising our spirituality?
Mikelle Wile (senior, social
work), one of our speakers for
this past week of prayer, made
some helpful suggestions. Mikelle
emphasized on the intentionality
necessary in order to develop of
spiritual life, and creating a place
for Him. Her main suggestion:
have a daily date with Jesus.
Mikelle then added that one should
involve God in every aspect of
one’s life.
“Our spiritual lives,” she said,
“need to have place in our social
life, work life, and academic life
as we continue to develop our
spirituality.”
A conversation with Religious
Vice President of AUSA, Brandon

vonDorpowski (senior, marketing)
and Student Chaplain Emma
Magbanua
(senior,
English)
reminds us of something very
important. When we are interested
in a person, we ask their friends
questions to get to know said
person. Similarly, as we grow our
spirituality and get to know God,
we should surround ourselves with
people who know Him too.
So what are some other practices
we can use in building our
spirituality and relationship with
God?
Interact with God in whatever
way is best for you. For some
people, their best experience with
God comes from music. For others
it is nature, or simply hearing a
sermon. In whichever way you
find best, have an encounter with
God.
Don’t forget to be thankful! As
we talk to God, we often treat Him
like a genie. Taking the time to be
thankful not only reminds us of

PHOTOS BY JULIA VINIZCAY

all the blessings we have, but also
how amazing and capable God is.
Don’t allow your spirituality
to be a secret. When we separate
our spiritual life from the rest of
our life, we put parameters on our
spirituality, which often prevents

our spiritual life from growing.
As we go into our week
following Week of Spiritual
Emphasis, let’s see how these
different suggestions and tips can
help grow our spirituality and
maintain the spiritual high.
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Club Spotlight: Adelante’s President
Hispanics. This has always made
me want to work harder in order
to prove myself. Even as a junior
in college I feel that I have to work
10x as harder to be taken seriously.
I’m grateful for the Hispanic
professors in my departments
(biology and Spanish). It makes
me feel like I have people that I
can relate to and look up to as role
models.

Adriana
Santana
Humans Editor
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Brenda Rodriguez
Year: Junior
Major: Biology
Interviewed by Tyler Mason
Tell me about your experience
being Hispanic in our society.
I’m from Silver Spring, Maryland,
which is a very diverse city.
Growing up, I was always
surrounded by my Hispanic family
and church friends. I didn’t really
know that I was different until I
started going to school, when I
realized just how different I was.
I was raised in a different culture,
so I always felt like I couldn’t

really relate to my friends at school
since they talked about certain
traditions or movies or books
that I wasn’t exposed to. I believe
that the United States is changing
and becoming more and more
diverse each year, which is raising
awareness for Hispanics. However,
I feel that there is lack of Hispanic
presence in the medical field. I
personally want to be a doctor one
day because I feel that the lack of
Hispanic presence in the medical
field can be very stressful to nonEnglish speaking patients. I can’t
imagine going to the ER and not
being able to communicate to my

care provider in my own language.
I would like to be in the position
where I can further comfort
patients in their native language.
How has moving to Michigan for
college affected you?
It was a bit of a culture shock since
it isn’t as diverse as Maryland. It
was weird for me to not be around
as many Hispanics as I was used to.
I remember how weird it was when
I realized I wasn’t speaking as
much Spanish as back home; I felt
like I was even beginning to forget
some of it. In today’s society, there
is often a negative stigma around

Why did you want to start
Adelante club up again and was
it an easy or hard thing to do?
I first heard about the Adelante club
my freshman year at Andrews. I
wasn’t able to sign up so I never
really heard about the club after
that. This past summer I was talking
to the club’s sponsor, Pedro Navia,
and I learned that the club was no
longer active. I thought it would be
a good time to start the club so a
couple of friends and I got together
to do so. Restarting this club was
probably one of the hardest things
that I’ve ever done. I feel like there
were so many expectations for the
club before it even restarted. It
was hard to try to figure out how
to run a club, specifically one
that hadn’t been active for over a
year. Though the club hadn’t been
dormant very long, it felt like we
were starting from scratch. Our
club had no money or materials
which made it hard to have events.
We weren’t able to get access of the
club’s old social media accounts,
and so had to start new ones.

This really hurt us because social
media plays a huge role in raising
a club’s awareness, so it was hard
to advertise the club with only 10
followers at the beginning of last
semester.
What plans do you have for the
club?
This year we have about 120
members of the club. We have had a
fiesta night and cooking night. This
semester we are having vespers and
Zumba nights, soccer tournaments
and possible movie nights. We are
also in the works of having an “art
night” where students can come
and share their artwork, whether it
is a poem, a song or even a painting.
Our biggest project right now is
to get a Hispanic sash approved
for graduation. There is a lack of
Hispanic/Latino representation at
graduation and the Adelante club
would like to change that.
What are your future goals for
the club?
I want this club to have a greater
presence on this campus. This
year was a good start but I feel that
there is a lot more growth for the
club in the coming years. Andrews
University is a very diverse school,
but there is a lack of Hispanic
representation and community
on our campus, which needs to
change. I believe that Adelante can
help change this in the future by
becoming more than just a club—
by becoming a community.

The Week of Spiritual (Almost) Crisis

PHOTO BY JUNE PRICE

June Price
University Chaplin
Interviewed by Adriana Santana

What made Campus Ministries
start the Week of Spiritual
Emphasis?
We created Week of Spiritual
Emphasis as a focused time of
spiritual growth for the entire
campus. The speaker this week was
meant to be Elizabeth Talbot, but
she got very sick and had to cancel
just before week of prayer started. I
have been working with Elizabeth
Talbot regarding the theme “Jesus
the Catalyst” since last summer.
Our spring week of prayer
always focuses around the part of
Andrews University mission that
has to do with changing the world.
In essence putting feet to our faith,
and student missions week always
goes alongside this week of prayer.
As we talked about putting feet to
our faith Elizabeth was passionate
to look at it from a Christ-centric

perspective. After she shared
this passion the title of “Jesus the
Catalyst” originated out of our
weekly chaplains meeting.
Since the speaker wasn’t able
to make it, how did you come
up with the idea to have student
missionaries speak?
Not everyone who spoke was a
student missionary. They were
a group of students who had
experience receiving Jesus as a
catalyst in their life. After the
speaker cancelled I just started
praying “God, what do you want
us to do now?” The next morning
when I woke up, the idea to have
student speakers was clear in my
mind. I set about thinking and
asking the other chaplains to give
names of students they knew we
who had experienced Jesus as a

catalyst in their life.
Since this is also Student
Missions Week, how long has
Andrews been sending student
missionaries?
Since the 1960s. I was a student
missionary when I was in college.
I served as an assistant chaplain at
Highland Academy, and believed
strongly in Christ’s command
that we care for others. Christ’s
kingdom is drastically different
from the cultures of men. He
operates out of the mystery that the
first will be last and the last shall
be first.
If there’s anyone reading this
who is unsure about being a
student missionary, what would
you tell them?
I would encourage them to take

steps in that direction. Even if it
does not come to fruition next year
or at all, I believe they owe it to
themselves and their own integrity
to follow the steps of exploration.
Lastly, does Campus Ministries
have anything new coming?
Campus ministries just launched
a Faith Builders experience for
those in the body of Christ who
are desiring to go deeper in their
understanding of Kingdom truth,
move beyond religious culture and
allow the Holy Spirit’s power to
work in their lives.
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From Bologna to Berrien
we should go even though I was not
very fond of the logic. But with all
of this evidence and this being the
last one, I couldn’t say no to God
anymore.
What made you decide to become
a professor?
I have a love for teaching. I’d taught
several P.E. courses before because
of my love for sports. After several
years in the States the religion
department had an opening, and I
submitted my application and was
accepted. Teaching in the religion
department makes me very happy.
I have enjoyed the relationships
I have made and can say God has
blessed me abundantly in this
ministry. This is my 10th year
away from home, which is the most
amount of time I have spent in a
foreign country, but it’s been good.

PHOTO BY TAYLOR SCALZO

Davide Sciarabba
Assistant Professor of Religion
Interviewed by: Torian Hill
How was life in Italy when you
grew up?
It was good. I grew up in Bologna,
Italy, with a middle class family
so there were restrictions. What
I enjoyed most as a child and as a
teenager was the concept of family.
My father’s side of the family is
big—he had five siblings. I grew
up not only with my sisters, but my
cousins as well; I used to see them
every week. Living life with both
my immediate family and extended
family is one thing I admire about
Italy and that I see different from
the United States. We were all
Adventist, which was good for
us to spend time together during
Sabbaths.
What was school life like?
It was different from here. We
have one more year of study in the
secondary school; in Italy there are
five years instead of four. The fifth
year is in a classroom setting, not
practical (like an internship). It is
not particularly easy at all because
there are not as many classes to
choose from (for example music,
theater, etc.) In Italy we have more

classic courses like math, history,
and so forth. Because Bologna is
near Florence I had the privilege
of studying there. I was sent there
when I was 14 years old and spent
a good portion of my life there; it
is a beautiful city that I enjoyed
very much. The boarding academy
was in Medici Villa, named after
the Medici family who ruled over
Florence.
What made you decide to move
from Italy?
It started when I finished high
school; I started studying theology
in Florence because I wanted to be
a pastor. I had to go to Collonges,
France, to finish my studies because
we had a junior college in Italy and
a senior one in France. That was my
first experience abroad; over there
I met my wife. I came back to Italy
to serve as a pastor; while home we
were called again to Collonges, so
I accepted the offer and I taught
there, and was a chaplain. It all
started there. Then we moved to
Spain where I served as a chaplain
and youth pastor, and from Spain
we came here because my wife
was called to teach French. Also
coming to America gave me the
possibility to study for a PhD and
because of this we ended up here.

Although I wanted to do a PhD, I
was not too fond of coming here,
but God called me to do ministry
one summer. So I started studying
theology as I previously was
studying to be a math teacher. I
was very happy with the ministry
and work that I was doing in Spain;
my wife had been here before and
was familiar with Andrews, but
I wasn’t. So I had to ask God to
prove to me multiple times that this
was where I should go. He did, so
we came.
What was the most important
sign from God that give you
assurance to come?
What gave me assurance was
the final sign, which was the
strongest. The final decision
was made because several years
before I came; when I was in
the district of Pisa I had a dream
to come to Andrews. This was
very odd because I did not know
about Andrews. In fact, I wanted
to go back to France. I didn’t pay
any attention to my dream. Then,
about six years later, we were
deciding whether or not we should
come here. During the time that I
was doing intensive prayer with
my wife this dream came back to
mind. I told my wife that I thought

What are some things that you
notice are different in America
than in Europe?
Europe has a different culture; the
main difference is the level of the
kind of politics. The States are
very capitalistic whereas most of
the countries in Europe are more
socialist. In Europe we have more
rights and less competition from an
economic point of view. Over here
things are more competitive and
things are more of a privilege. (For
example health, education, ect.)
While in Italy, Spain and France
where I have lived, everyone has
the right to receive health and so
forth.
I grew up with different
expectations, so when I came
here I found that it is a little bit
different. In America you have to
work hard and fight more in order
to obtain what you want. In Europe
you have the assurance that basic
things are offered by the state, so
it’s a different kind of perspective.
In regards to mentality, based on
the parts of America that I have
been in, I noticed that people are
more focused on doing things
because of the law. For example if
you were on a highway they would
tell you to fasten your seatbelt
because it’s the law. Whereas back
home they would relay a message
that can insure you to fasten your
seatbelt (ex. last year a certain
amount of people passed away
due to road fatalities, therefore
you should buckle up so you can
be safe.) Looking at reasoning

from an ethical perspective I feel
that here in the States it is more
deontological, whereas in Europe
they give you reasons why you
should do things. This does not
mean that one is better than the
other; in both regions we have
positive and negative points. And
because of this my adaptation here
was not so easy at the beginning
because there is a different
mindset.
How has your experience been as
an immigrant to this country?
I enjoy being here very much; the
Lord has blessed my experience
here so I can’t say otherwise.
This is a country where there are
many possibilities; there are few
to no possible options in Europe. I
have learned that at the same time
although they are available you
have to work for them, they are
not given. It is very stimulating.
So I didn’t find a big problem, just
little adjustments because I was
already used to different cultures.
I feel as if the culture is a little
bit more individualistic, and I am
missing the company, friendship
and openness. I’m not saying
that Americans are not open, it
appears that the first impression
is very welcoming, but beyond
that it is different. Which is why
I’m missing the possibility of real
friendship.
Anything you want to leave with
the Andrews Community?
Yes, as a pastor and a sportsman:
never give up. Continue walking
with God and never stop, no matter
the difficulties you have. Always
look forward and keep your eyes
on the goal, which is Jesus.

Scott E. Moncrieff
Faculty Advisor
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Young Artists Wow at AUSO Concert

Kelly Lorenz
Arts &
Entertainment Editor
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Sarah Mackintosh | On Friday
Jan. 26, the Howard Performing
Arts Center slowly filled up
until, at 8:00 PM, the Young
Artists Concert began. The
concert was put on by the AU
Symphony Orchestra with Dr.
Claudio Gonzalez (director), and
Edgar Luna (graduate assistant).
The opening piece was lively
and joyful, giving me hope for
an excellent concert. It did not
disappoint.
The first soloist, Zachary
Randolph
(senior,
biology),
sang “From the Daughter of the
Regiment” by Gaetano Donizetti.
The lyrics were in French and
the melody swung back and forth
between joy and drama. Randolph
had a strong vocal performance

and presented rich tones in his
deeper range. He sang a second
piece from the oratorio Jephthah
by Handel which was more
thoughtful and serious. The tune
very much reflected Handel’s
baroque style of music.
Grant Steinweg (freshman,
music) graced the stage next,
playing his cello with passion
and perfectly executing every
complicated run. By watching
his head move in rhythm to the
orchestra, one could tell that he
was very much in tune with the
music.
The third soloist of the evening
was Taemin Yoon (senior, music).
Yoon played passionately, the
flowing, majestic swells of the
orchestra complementing her

rolling notes on the piano.
There was an intermission after
the third performance, followed
by a short video regarding the
fundraising part of the concert,
for a planned Eastern Europe
tour. The video was comprised of
inspiring shots of the orchestra
and students describing their
favorite parts of orchestra.
“Orchestra is a place to make
friends,” commented Donn Latour
(senior, music).
“Backstage before a concert
is my favorite part. It’s really a
place of outreach, to share music,”
Dana Wilson (junior, music
performance) observed. “We’re
under one baton and able to work
together and provide that for an
attentive audience. We exemplify

unity, something that the world
needs.”
Dr. Claudio Gonzalez also
remarked, “[The orchestra comes
from] different backgrounds from
all over, and when they come
together there is something unique
making wonderful bonds between
them.”
The last two pieces were
impressive, lasting at least twenty
minutes each. Donn Latour played
a Violin Concerto in D major by
Brahms with gusto, emphasizing
each note where necessary and
playing clear trills. This was a
dynamic piece demonstrating
strong double stops and a lilting
melody line. The concert finished
on a powerful note with Jeremy
Ahn (junior, music) who played

a dramatic rendition of Rhapsody
in Blue by George Gershwin. The
orchestral accompaniment was
splendid and the brass section was
very active and dynamic, carrying
the fullness of the orchestra. The
sound of the piano was somewhat
lost during some points of the
song, but that did not keep us from
hearing Ahn’s excellent technical
performance.

is closer to 1.5 hours away, but
it’s quite a bit larger with more
options for experienced skiers and
snowboarders. It has a total of 20
runs, with several advanced runs
and terrain parks. Bittersweet is
more expensive than Swiss Valley,
with $36 lift tickets on weekdays
and $27 ski and snowboard rentals,
but with a plethora of slopes, a ski
shop with name-brand gear and
repair services, high-speed lifts,
and a comfortable lodge with a nice
selection of food, it is definitely
worth the money for winter sport
enthusiasts.
For those of you who don’t have
any way to travel off campus, you
can always head out to Pathfinder
Hill with your own sled. If you
don’t own a sled, find a cardboard
box and build your own! If you

don’t own a cardboard box or
sledding isn’t your style, why not
have a snowball fight, complete
with teams and snow battlements?
Whatever your interests, there
is some way to make sunless
Michigan winters a little bit more
enjoyable.

Cold Weather? Snow Problem!
Kelsey Rook | Michigan is wellknown for its cold winter weather,
and Andrews is populated by
students counting down the
days until spring. Winter means
huddling under heated blankets,
swapping stories about slipping
on icy sidewalks and being
trapped in snowstorms that sound
like something out of a survival
novel. But with ludicrously snowy
winters come opportunities for
new adventures: If slipping on icy
sidewalks and falling into snow
banks is inevitable, why not make
it a sport? Michigan has many
opportunities for winter fun, with
skating rinks, ski resorts, and trails
within driving or walking distance
from campus.
The John and Dede Howard
Ice Rink is the closest ice arena to

campus, a great venue for those
who enjoy ice skating. It’s located
in St. Joseph, about 20 minutes
from campus, and has open-skate
times posted on their website.
Skating there isn’t too expensive—
daily admission is $5 per person,
and skate rentals are $3. It also
has a small concession stand with
personal pizzas and warm drinks
like hot chocolate and of course,
basic coffee. The rink is only
partially enclosed, with a roof to
keep out precipitation, so make
sure to bundle up! If you’re passing
through Grand Rapids, or you want
to drive an hour and a half to see
the city during the colder months,
be sure to check out Rosa Parks
Circle, an outdoor park that is
transformed into an ice rink during
the winter. Under the ice, 166 lights

represent the stars. Skate rentals
are free with a $3 admission.
If downhill sports are more
your thing, there are several ski
resorts within a couple hours of
campus including Swiss Valley
Ski and Snowboard Area and
Bittersweet Ski Resort. The
closest is Swiss Valley at about
50 minutes east of Berrien. It’s a
pretty small mountain with basic
slopes, perfect for beginner and
intermediate skiers, but more
experienced patrons may want to
look elsewhere. Lift tickets are
$30 during weekdays and $40 on
Sundays, ski rentals are $22, and
board rentals are $25. The chalet
has a dining area with sandwiches,
salads and wraps, and there is a
cafe with more grab-and-go style
selections. Bittersweet Ski Resort
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Hell Hath No Fury Like a President Scorned
Natalie Hwang | Written by
Michael Wolff, an American
journalist, essayist, and columnist,
Fire and Fury: Inside the Trump
White House (2018) explores the
White House and its staff under
Donald Trump’s command, as
well as his 2016 campaign, and
includes statements by former
White House Chief Strategist
Steve Bannon, President Trump,
and their associates. Because of
its inflammatory and reportedly
highly accurate content, one of
Trump’s lawyers sent a ceaseand-desist to Wolff before its
publication, threatening a lawsuit
for libel. However, Wolff simply
moved the publication date up,
citing a widespread public demand.
As stated in a 2018 article for the
New York Times, his lawyer and
publisher issued a statement saying
that “no such retraction will occur,
and no apology is warranted.”
The book itself verges on
the ridiculous when recounting
conversations between Wolff and
Trump’s staff, and especially so
during Wolff’s simple observations
of White House operations. His
prosaic writing makes the book

easy to get through, but ultimately
less credible. Because in the
past Wolff’s fact-checking has
been lax, readers should take his
hyperbolic accounts in Fire and
Fury with a grain of salt. However,
those who incessantly search for
the minute discrepancies between
the book and real life miss the
general point of the book—
Trump’s overall incompetence.
There is, according to the book,
a unanimous consensus among
White House staffers that Trump
should be treated as a child, and it
is evident that even his supposed
peers perceive him the same way.
Bannon’s blatantly disrespectful
comments
about
Trump’s
intelligence and family led him
to lose his financial backing at
Breitbart News, although he
attempted to rescind his earlier
comments about Donald Trump,
Jr. Despite apparently suggesting
that Wolff write a fly-on-thewall report of his first hundred
days in office, Trump attacked
Wolff’s integrity and claimed that
he was never given permission
to be in the White House. If this
was true, the very fact that Wolff

was able to obtain interviews
with staff members and Bannon
only exemplifies the incredibly
unprofessional workings of the
new government. With new
policies being issued over Twitter,
a former staffer calling Ivanka
Trump “dumb as a brick,” and open
acknowledgements of Trump’s
sexual assault charges, according
to Wolff the fate of our country
seems ambiguous at best.
Trump responded to the book’s
portrayal of him by tweeting that
he was “a very stable genius”
and “like, really smart.” Fire and
Fury holds little to nothing back,
in highly specific accounts of
Trump eating cheeseburgers in
bed, complaining incessantly, and
his staff’s caricatures of him as
a man-child. Wolff’s insistence
that “the Trump campaign had,
perhaps less than inadvertently,
replicated the scheme from Mel
Brooks’s The Producers” mocks
the ineptitude of a government
which promised more than it could
deliver, a broad and generalized
claim which seems like pandering
after a certain point. However,
Wolff also exposes a more affable

side of Trump’s personality, one in
which it is easy to see why so many
people voted for him. Anecdotally,
Wolff recounts an incident where
Trump offered a tour of his casino
in Atlantic City to his model of
the week and she asked him what
“white trash” was, having heard
that Atlantic City was famous for
it. He replied, “‘They’re people just
like me… only they’re poor.’”
While in some parts Wolff
abandons reliable narrative in favor
of sensationalism, exaggerating
Trump’s interactions with himself
and White House staff, the overall
picture he paints seems to be
mostly based in truth. It offers a
multifaceted portrait of the current
president from a singularly unique
perspective, as Wolff obtained onthe-record permission to observe
and talk to White House staff,
including personal conversations
with Trump. However, the
president has since claimed that
explicit permission was never
given. It is not difficult to imagine
that, faced with the unflattering
portrayal of himself in “fake news,”
Trump immediately launched a
transparently untruthful offensive.

It is also relevant to note that
while separate Trump-supporting
politicians
and
high-ranking
officials have retaliated against
Wolff’s publication through tweets
or public statements decrying his
credibility and worth as a writer,
the White House itself has not yet
issued a statement regarding what
should be considered an affront to
a supposedly beloved president.
In parts exciting, humorous
and discouraging, Wolff’s Fire and
Fury creates a vivid and terrifying
character in Donald Trump, the
man who mistakenly won the US
presidency in a bid for political
power. Now, Trump is at a loss for
what exactly to do and spends his
days tweeting and bragging to old
friends. His staff patronizes him,
his daughter takes responsibility
for many of his duties, and his wife
cried when he won the election,
“and not [tears] of joy.” A question
remains, then. How accurate is
Wolff’s account?

the fact that her music reaches a
broad audience. She had a way of
connecting with the audience that
seemed authentic in every way,
and even when she wasn’t singing,
the energy flowed through her and
created a remarkable event for
everyone in attendance.
The concert started off with a
short interlude song that explained
a bit of her background, while the
rest of the concert was peppered
with little personal details that
were woven into the tapestry that
was her overall message. She
encouraged every person in the
audience by reminding them that
they are special, they are unique,
and they have a purpose. She talked
about her personal struggles: how
certain disorders kept her down or
how she never really felt like she fit
in, and then used these to inspire
others to never give up hope. These
intermittent encouragement boosts
brought a new energy every time,
and were artfully incorporated
between songs.
When it came down to the music,
all live performances were well
executed. Jamie and her drummer,
Chase, were the only performers
on stage, with the rest being filled
in by a track. It was an interesting
dynamic, but it didn’t bring down

the show too much.
One of the attendees, Rebecca
Fanai (junior, nursing) said, “It’s
cool that she tries to connect with
her audience by composing and
singing songs that different ages
can relate to.”
One song that got every person
in the crowd on their feet was
“Hold Me.” In a style similar to
her other works, this song was both
catchy and positive. The message
behind this song was that no matter
what is going on in our lives, God
is holding us, encouraging anyone
listening to take hope in that fact.
These songs were punctuated by
her skillful guitar playing, giving
off a vaguely country vibe, while a
few songs infused rap in the chorus.
While not a traditional style, every
aspect of the music fit together and
showcased her impactful lyrics.
There were songs about being
a young girl for God and being
confident in who you are without
a man. All around, the messages
in these songs were very uplifting,
and matched the atmosphere of the
evening. The bigger and flashier
songs were fun, but when it was
just Jamie and her guitar, the show
felt more authentic and personal.
It was also during this time that
Jamie went into a nice medley of

songs that weren’t her own. She
beautifully performed some old
classic 2000s Christian songs, and
even threw in a few songs from
Disney movies.
There was never a moment that
felt boring or unneeded because
Jamie Grace knew her audience,
and knew how to give a good show.
Attending was definitely worth
it. The evening was best summed
up by LJ Robinson (senior, social
studies education), who observed
that Jamie Grace “spoke and sang
from her heart throughout the
whole evening,” and that’s the most
anyone can ask for in a good show.

Amazing (Jamie) Grace
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David Dunham | Jamie Grace is
an excellent performer. Because
of her charisma and (dare I say it)
grace, she was able to pack one of

the biggest crowds I have ever seen
at the HPAC on Sunday, Jan. 28.
The crowd was comprised of people
from every age group, pointing to
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My Mind is Made Up:
Highlighting Shades of Sexism

Alexi Decker
Copy Editor

Yesterday evening, three friends
knocked on my door with popcorn,
cookies and tea for an unlikely
girl’s night. I say unlikely because,
despite the chick-flick-friendly
conventional trappings of a dorm
room, junk food and polaroid
cameras, we didn’t watch Titanic
or have a pillow fight in our
underwear (girls don’t do that. Just
so we’re clear). Instead, we saw
the first three episodes of Hulu’s
Emmy-winning The Handmaid’s
Tale, adapted from Margaret
Atwood’s classic dystopian novel.
And in case you’ve
been living under a media rock for
the past year or so, let me clarify:
nothing could be further from
“comfort TV.” The Handmaid’s
Tale is brutal. It’s tragic. It is
the absolute opposite of every
romantic comedy you’ve ever seen.
After a plague of infertility makes
children prized and fertile women
priceless, America becomes the
Republic of Gilead, and forces
women to become, essentially,
walking wombs. The Handmaid’s
Tale is a scathing critique of
modern gender roles, a horrific
dystopian society built on the
ritualized rape and oppression of
women. It is exquisitely framed,
brilliantly acted, and probably the
most difficult-to-watch piece of
television I’ve ever seen.
Weirdly,
however,
I found myself latching onto a
very minor detail: the no-makeup
appearance of most of the central
female characters. Handmaids
in Gilead are not allowed to have
lotion on their skin, much less wear
makeup. I know, I know—in a show
this dark and serious, depicting a
society where women are not even
allowed to read, I fixated on the

apparent lack of makeup. Aren’t
there better things to analyze in
The Handmaid’s Tale? What does
makeup even matter?
The answer, of course,
is yes, there are bigger issues to
dissect in The Handmaid’s Tale.
But that doesn’t make makeup
unimportant. To oppress so many
women, Gilead had to remove
anything that would allow them
to stand out, anything that gave
them confidence or individuality:
hence the now-iconic red dresses
and white bonnets. Makeup was
just one of the things that had to
go. After all, makeup for many
women is an integral part of
“getting ready”—if not daily, then
certainly for special occasions,
dates, church, or any time we
want to look “special.” Most of my
female friends have an opinion on
mascara, foundation, lipstick, even
eyeshadow brushes or the best
makeup remover. It’s a whole world
that many (although certainly not
all) men are completely ignorant
of; one that (mostly, but not
solely) women use to reshape their
image, to claim agency over their
appearance in a world that often
tries to diminish their power… Do
you see where I’m going with this?
No,
America
isn’t
Gilead. But the seeds of Gilead’s
insidious misogyny are subtly
present in our society, too.
“Our culture teaches us
that if a woman wants to be taken
seriously, then she should not care
too much about her appearance,”
author, speaker and makeup
spokesperson Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie says. After all, caring
about one’s appearance means that
a girl is vain; she is just a pretty
face, she spends too much time on

makeup that she should be spending
on other things. And these are not
abstract concepts. I remember
being told in high school that guys
like girls better without makeup (as
if a guy can tell when I’m wearing
foundation), that makeup was a
sign of inauthenticity (as if color
on your eyelids somehow turns
you into a liar), that only insecure
women wore thick eyeliner (as if
a couple of winged tips somehow
shatters your self-esteem) and that
“real girls didn’t need it” (whoever
these mythical “real girls” were).
But I also remember
wandering into Sephora for
the first time and eagerly
swatching every shade of sparkly
eyeshadow they had, until my
hands and wrists were painted
in shimmering, kaleidoscoping
rainbows. I remember trying red
lipstick on and feeling like I was
some glamorous WWII spy going
undercover. I remember a stranger
in the cafeteria complimenting
my eyeshadow and feeling like I’d
just been given a million dollars.
I remember watching my high
school roommate hover over me
with a foundation brush, Taylor
Swift playing in the background,
making sure I would be confident
in my look, if nothing else, as I
took the stage for my first choir
solo that evening.
Now, please listen
to what I’m not saying. I’m not
saying that a woman needs makeup
to be a woman. I’m not saying that
if you see makeup as a symbol
of patriarchal oppression, you’re
wrong. The beauty culture focused
around teenage girls in particular
is incredibly toxic—the lie that you
have to be effortlessly beautiful, all
the time, is one of society’s favorite

tricks to sell products. Preying on
the self-esteem of girls in order
to make more money is a terrible,
terrible thing to do. If you like
makeup, wear it. If you don’t like
it, don’t wear it. It’s that simple.
But don’t turn the wearing of
makeup into a binary: don’t make
sparkly eyeshadow or red lipstick
synonymous with low-self esteem
or vanity. Makeup, like anything
else, is just a tool. It can be used to
tear down or build up.
Reshaping my look
every morning has become a ritual
I treasure—some small part of my
image and day that I can control,
that will work even if I don’t do
as well as I’d like on that quiz or
paper. When I put on makeup, it
feels like war paint—like with a
fresh coat of mascara and a little
highlighter, I can do anything.
Makeup for me is tied up
to so many rituals of solidarity and
strength, of friendship and family,
that I think I understand why the
creators of Gilead forbade it: far
from being a sign of insecurity, it
is a sign of empowerment.
And now, if you’ll
excuse me, I’m going to reapply
my lipstick—today and maybe
tomorrow and every day I want to,
just because I can.
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